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A B S T R A C T   

Over the past decade, notions of energy justice have been subject to significant uptake within energy studies. One 
conception, often referred to as a “three-tenet approach”, has quickly become the predominant definition of 
energy justice, being cited and applied in a range of publications. Yet, dominant versions of this approach are 
subject to a recurring set of issues which risk concealing the meaning and use of justice in approaching the ethics 
of energy systems. The rapid uptake of this approach combined with its on-going integration with other framings, 
including the recent JUST framework, risks further entrenching these issues within a range of energy studies 
trajectories. Key to understanding these issues are the activist-based accounts of environmental justice that 
informed an earlier understanding of justice as distribution, recognition, and procedure. This perspective illus-
trates that relative to this understanding, this approach to energy justice 1) omits the explanatory in-
terconnections between these three dimensions and 2) conceals the depth and debate underpinning each separate 
dimension. Revealing the origins, depth, and purpose of this earlier understanding illustrates how the dominant 
approach to energy justice creates a normative-ethical foundation that does not always support its overarching 
goals nor adequately produces a conceptual space in which to understand and respond to energy related 
injustice. Compounding this, some advocates of these approaches often fail to incorporate the values embodied in 
this framework when rationalising its use. I conclude with a call to energy researchers to engage more critically 
with energy justice frameworks.   

1. Introduction 

Stemming from calls in the last decade to increase engagement with 
social sciences and humanities in energy research [1,2], concepts from 
moral and political philosophy were imported into scholarly energy 
discourse to produce ‘energy justice frameworks’. These frameworks 
revolved around the notion that certain conceptions of justice could be 
used to analyse case studies and produce policy guidance by framing an 
array of energy-related issues – or energy dilemmas – in reference to 
select dimensions of social justice [3–6]. These frameworks were subject 
to rapid uptake within energy studies and a conception, known as the 
“three-tenet approach” quickly became the predominant understanding 
of energy justice [4,7,8]. 

Initially set out in McCauley et al. [4], this three-tenet approach 
(TTA) centres on three broad dimensions of justice: distributive, 

procedural, and recognition-based, which McCauley et al. [4] termed a 
“triumvirate of tenets”. 

This approach has had substantial uptake within broader energy 
justice discourse and has been reiterated multiple times in what I refer to 
here as the “core TTA literature” (see for example [7,9–13]). These 
outputs have received substantial engagement and the approach has 
since been adapted and integrated with other conceptual framings 
[14–17]. I discuss a specific descendant of the core TTA literature, the 
JUST framework, in more detail later (see [16–18]). 

The uptake and engagement of this approach is mirrored by a broad 
set of accompanying claims regarding the efficacy and outcomes the 
approach can produce. Heffron et al. [13, pp. 168–169] claim the 
approach can “identify when and where injustices in the energy sector 
occur and how best law and policy can respond to them” and that “en-
ergy justice can achieve a just and equitable balance between the three 
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dimensions of the energy trilemma [policy, economics and environ-
ment]”. Whilst, Jenkins and Martiskainen [19, p. 43] claim that the 
approach can “be used as a means to guide ethically sound decision 
making”. 

The language of justice is certainly compelling, as evidenced by the 
readiness at which energy scholars have incorporated notions of energy 
justice into their work (see [20]). Yet, claims to be able to identify and 
respond to injustice are only as useful as the concepts on which they are 
based. If these concepts are not drawn on carefully, they can quickly lose 
their normative meaning and analytic power. In turn, these concepts are 
only useful if they inform our own practice and research. 

In this perspective, I illustrate a series of issues stemming from how 
the three-part understanding of justice as distribution, procedure and 
recognition has been interpreted in the core TTA literature. I illustrate 
the origin of these issues and the way they manifest in the formation, 
rationalisation, and use of the dominant version of the TTA and the more 
recent JUST framework. I focus on three interconnected issues within 
the core TTA literature to illustrate this: 

• The core TTA literature narrowly interprets and at times mis-
construes the activist-based notion of environmental justice that 
preceded it. In doing so, it omits a deeper, more descriptive, under-
standing of justice vital to explaining the means through which 
injustice is created and sustained [21,22].  

• The rationalisation of the TTA and its overarching strategies have 
often conflicted with its own justice framings. In essence, some ad-
vocates of the TTA have historically rationalised the framework’s use 
in ways that disregard its normative underpinnings. This raises 
problematic questions as to why the TTA’s justice framework has not 
always been used to inform its broader strategy. I point to numerous 
examples where these tenets of justice have not been heeded.  

• These issues have been carried over into newer iterations of the 
approach, namely the “JUST” framework, and are further com-
pounded in the ways which the use of this approach has been 
justified. 

Section 1.1 begins by setting out some clarification regarding the 
scope of this perspective, as well as the specific literatures and ap-
proaches it draws on and critiques. Section 2 outlines an earlier three- 
part notion of justice found in the work of David Schlosberg [21–23], 
and details the ways in which the core TTA literature diverges from this 
in theory, as well as how these divergences curtail the analytic and 
explanatory capability of the core TTA literature. Section 3 outlines a 
series of problematic normative tensions within the core TTA literature 
which stem from the ways in which the approach is rationalised and 
advocated for. Section 4 shifts focus to the more recent JUST framework 
and illustrates how many of the issues in Sections 2 and 3 have persisted 
in the rationalisation of this new framework. Section 5 offers a series of 
recommendations for energy scholars looking to incorporate notions of 
justice into their work, before finally concluding with a call for scholars 
to engage more critically with energy justice frameworks. 

1.1. Some clarifications 

Given the ongoing and rapid rise of broader energy justice discourse 
it is useful to emphasise some points before I begin. Firstly, I am spe-
cifically focusing on the “three-tenet approach” to energy justice 
initially outlined in McCauley et al. [4] which has been advocated for in 
subsequent TTA literature – I refer to this as the “core TTA literature” 
[7–13]. This perspective is not levelled at broader energy justice 
discourse. There are distinct and pressing normative issues surrounding 
energy – both access to energy and the systems that deliver it – that 
require novel concepts, and discussion to address (see for example 
[3,6,24]). 

Although I engage critically with a selection of work sighted above, it 
has been instrumental in stimulating broader scholarly engagement with 

the ethical issues surrounding energy systems [14,20,25] and there has 
been some reflection and divergences of these issues within core and 
broader energy justice literature (see [14]). When relevant, I attempt to 
chart certain instances where the core literature has evolved or splin-
tered. But my aim here is to respond to this core literature, clarifying and 
responding to a set of issues which would still benefit from further 
explication – this is particularly pertinent given that articles in which 
these reflections occur are not necessarily drawn on as frequently as the 
foundational literature within energy justice. Of course, there are 
certainly pieces of energy justice scholarship which utilize the three- 
tenet approach and go on to produce novel findings by incorporating 
new data and conceptual framings [25–27], just as there are many works 
on energy justice that do not subscribe to the TTA, for example the 
principled approach of Sovacool and Dworkin [3] and the affirmative and 
prohibitive approach of Jones et al. [6] (see also [28,29–36]). 

The arguments I present here focus on how the three-part justice 
framing has been interpreted and applied within the core TTA literature. 
I argue that an earlier interpretation of the three-part conception found 
in environmental justice scholarship – specifically the framing discussed 
in the work of David Schlosberg – more effectively captures the purpose 
and explanatory power of this three-part framing. I illustrate how this 
initial three-part framing offers a more robust starting point for scholars 
seeking to explore the grievances of those who are impacted by energy 
systems. In contrast, I argue that in diverging from this interpretation, 
the core TTA literature and the more recent JUST framework conflicts 
with and conceals the usefulness of these fundamental aspects of (in) 
justice [21,22]. 

With this in mind, this comparison should certainly not be read as a 
debate between environmental and energy justice. In the context of this 
perspective, that Schlosberg’s work stems from observations of envi-
ronmental justice movements is in a sense only circumstantial; it is the 
discussion and interpretation of these notions of justice which is 
important. Schlosberg’s account is pivotal in illustrating how notions of 
distribution, recognition-based, and procedural justice can be drawn on 
to understand a diversity of grievances. Although some energy and 
environmental justice issues may manifest in different ways, the core 
philosophical notions of distribution, recognition, and procedure we 
might use to describe them do not necessarily change (I explore this 
further in Section 2.1.2). 

However, I do not want to leave readers with the impression that 
environmental justice is limited to the work of David Schlosberg – the 
value of diversity becomes a central point later in this article. Environ-
mental justice represents a diverse and well-established trajectory con-
sisting of a range of notions and contributions, many of which will 
overlap with issues surrounding energy systems (see for example 
[37,38–48]). 

Finally, this three-part notion of justice has been embedded in the 
recent “JUST” transition framework alongside other concepts, primarily 
cosmopolitan and restorative justice [16,18]. The addition of these 
concepts does little to ameliorate the issues I outline here regarding the 
interpretation of distributive, recognition-based, and procedural justice 
within the core TTA literature. In fact, as I argue later, these issues have 
seemingly been carried across to these newer iterations (see [16,49,50]). 

2. Understanding trivalent environmental justice 

This section outlines what might be described as the “root” of the 
issues I explore regarding the three-tenet approach to energy justice. The 
following issues I discuss can be seen as stemming from this 
understanding. 

On first reading of the “three-tenet” approach to energy justice, some 
readers of this journal may have been reminded of earlier works on 
environmental justice, particularly the work of David Schlosberg, from 
which this initial three-part framing of distribution, recognition, and 
procedure stems [21–23]. That said, on reading core TTA literature 
proceeding McCauley et al. [4], it can be difficult to decipher the origins 
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of this tripartite of understanding of justice. 
Initially articulated by Schlosberg [23], this definition of environ-

mental justice sought to create a theoretically broad and plural space 
that reflected the diverse demands of global environmental justice and 
activist-led movements. Up until this point, Schlosberg argues, scholarly 
understandings of environmental justice were primarily tied to distrib-
utive notions of justice (see [38,42,51]) and were ill-equipped to convey 
the complexity and nuanced demands of these movements, which often 
centred on a complex interplay of recognition-based, participatory, and 
distributive concerns. Hence, Schlosberg [23] theorised a trivalent 
notion of environmental justice which brought distributive, recognition- 
based, and participatory understandings into the fold (the latter of 
which is often synonymised with procedural justice) (see also [21]). 

Building on this initial understanding, Schlosberg [22] added sub-
stantial depth to this definition of environmental justice. This text sur-
veyed the broad and on-going debates surrounding distributive, 
recognition-based, and procedural justice – each of which could be 
classified as a field in themselves – and sought to illustrate how different 
understandings of these concepts could be used to create a conceptual 
space in which to better hear and understand the grievances and de-
mands of environmental justice movements. In doing so, Schlosberg set 
out a substantial component of how scholars would go on to normatively 
engage with both environmental and energy discourses 
[4,34,43,44,52,53]. Importantly, and a point which I will continually 
emphasise throughout this piece, Schlosberg’s account closely mirrored 
the language and demands of the social movements on which it was 
based. 

A decade after Schlosberg initially coined this three-part notion of 
environmental justice, McCauley et al. [4] set out the three-tenet 
approach to energy justice. This approach centred on the same three 
dimensions of justice; distribution, recognition, and procedure. 
McCauley et al. [4] briefly acknowledges that the TTA is “founded in 
literature on environmental justice” and “carries the same basic phi-
losophy” simultaneously citing Schlosberg [22] and Schlosberg [53]. 
However, references explaining the centrality of Schlosberg’s work in 
the TTA appear to have declined since McCauley et al. [4], and as I go on 
to illustrate, the TTA’s interpretation of the trivalent space is radically 
different in both detail and function to Schlosberg’s earlier account of 

environmental justice. The following section outlines the two funda-
mental issues which stem from the core TTA literature’s divergence from 
Schlosberg’s understanding of justice as distribution, recognition, and 
procedure. 

2.1. Misinterpreting the three-part environmental justice 

In order to describe these issues within the dominant understanding 
of the TTA, we need to understand the logic which underpinned 
Schlosberg’s earlier notion of environmental justice and the character-
isations of injustice that activist-led environmental movements were 
making – which resonated with ideas of distribution, recognition, and 
procedure.1 

Throughout Schlosberg’s work, he outlines a broad academic land-
scape in which the definitions, connections, and relationships between 
these conceptions of justice are articulated and continually contested. 
Understanding this trajectory is central to understanding the impacts of 
two connected foundational issues within the core TTA literature:  

- The interconnections between distributive, recognition-based and 
procedure, which are central to explain the emergence and perpet-
uation of injustice, are under-conceptualised in much of the core TTA 
literature.  

- The core TTA literature often narrowly interprets or misinterprets 
notions of distributive, recognition-based and procedural justice. 

I go on to illustrate that when combined, these issues substantially 
impede the TTA’s analytical and explanatory power. 

2.1.1. Understanding interconnection and the three-part space 
An important dynamic throughout Schlosberg’s account is that 

distributive, procedural, and recognition-based justice are highly 
interdependent, each affecting the other (see Fig. 1 or Walker [43] p. 65 
for an insightful illustration of these relationships). A clear example of 

Fig. 1. An illustration of the causal and explanatory interconnections between distribution, recognition and procedural injustice. Recreated and adapted from Walker 
[43] p. 65. Thanks to Gordon Walker for feedback on this recreation. 

1 See Galvin [31] for an account of the activist origins of environmental 
justice in North America. 
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this interdependency is found when Schlosberg [54, p. 96] describes 
how indigenous led environmental movements were articulating claims 
to procedural and recognition-based justice, but did not discuss proce-
dural calls separately, because he “simply could not find such calls that 
were distinct from the demands for recognition”. 

Since its inception, the core TTA literature frequently proposes the 
isolated application of these dimensions of justice. The interconnections 
of the trivalent space have been scarcely discussed in the core TTA 
literature since its inception in McCauley et al. [4]. Whilst they note that 
“these three pillars of energy justice are interlinked and there are many 
overlapping issues”, they do not offer further explanation. Yet these 
interconnections are central to understanding the complexity of injus-
tice and it’s underlying causes.2 

Initially, this may seem like a trivial issue or a point only a pedantic 
philosopher might stress, but it is significant. As I illustrate below, these 
interconnections are an indispensable component in understanding the 
function and explanatory power of the trivalent space, and so, their 
omission significantly reduces the usefulness of bringing these three 
notions of justice together. 

2.1.1.1. Interconnection in-depth. Explaining the relationship between 
these dimensions is fairly simple. If you are excluded from procedures, 
you lose the chance to engage in processes which otherwise might lead 
to a fair distribution of resources. If you are misrecognised, you can be 
excluded from or have your testimony unfairly dismissed in procedural 
spaces, or you might be rendered invisible in policies intended to correct 
maldistributions [see 36]. If you are subject to a maldistribution you 
may lack the resources to engage in procedural spaces and may also 
become vulnerable to forms of misrecognition which can stem from how 
those enduring inequities are perceived. We see this particular dynamic 
arise in relation to many forms of poverty, particularly around notions of 
“the undeserving poor” [56–58]. 

Nancy Fraser’s work on recognition is particularly useful in illus-
trating one instance of these interconnections [59,60].3 Fraser’s 
contribution, however, was not just to introduce a particular notion of 
recognition but rather, to provide a critique on the limitations of social 
justice viewed solely as a matter of distributive justice. Fraser argues 
that recognition offers explanations as to why such maldistributions 
come to be sustained [54,59,60,62]. Fraser [63 p. 35] also notes that 
procedure does not necessarily follow recognition but often facilitates it, 
stating “an adequate account of the justification of recognition claims 
needs to incorporate a procedural dimension”. 

In later work, Fraser [63] outlines the complex interdependencies 
between recognition and distribution, using the example of welfare re-
form, a redistributive policy which can stigmatize recipients of welfare 
as “deviants and scroungers”. Fraser argues that such redistributive 
policies “have misrecognition effects when background patterns of cul-
tural value skew the meaning of economic reforms”. She discusses this 
with reference to an example of the devaluation of single female care-
givers who, through receiving support, are cast as “getting something for 
nothing”. Fraser argues that redistributive policy cannot succeed unless 
it is in conjunction with a push for recognition, concluding “in short, no 
redistribution without recognition” [63 p. 85]. 

Within the core TTA literature this deeper understanding of Fraser’s 

work is largely absent and this is a key point in explaining why the TTA’s 
use of the trivalent space as a means of analysing energy dilemmas is 
limited (see [61]). The TTA’s tendency to isolate each justice dimension, 
without connecting these tenets, limits the TTA’s ability to capture the 
connections between recognition, procedure, and distribution. This is 
both the case for the more general approach in the core TTA literature of 
categorising certain issues as either distributive, recognition-based, or 
procedural, as well as the “what, who and how” approach of Jenkins 
et al. [9] which arranges these dimensions into a meta-procedure of 
distributive, recognition-based, and procedural justice. 

“if injustice is to be tackled, one must (a) identify the concern – 
distribution, (b) identify who it affects – recognition, and only then 
(c) identify strategies for remediation – procedure. In essence, 
addressing ‘what, who and how’” 

Jenkins et al. [9 p. 177] 
4 

Based on this ordering, identifying a concern can only result in a 
distributive issue and recognition is confined to who this issue affects (as 
opposed to mal-recognition being seen as an issue in itself, see Section 
2.1.2). Subsequently, procedure is only utilized as a term for remedia-
tion, which is the correction of maldistributions – as opposed to a space 
for facilitating recognition, understanding a group’s experience of an 
issue, or solely acknowledging the intrinsic worth engaging in proce-
dural spaces may have for some groups or people. In a more recent 
addition Jenkins et al. [15], specify that although the TTA appears “step- 
wise” both procedure and recognition are prerequisites for distributional 
justice. Although this framing shifts the TTA towards capturing some of 
the beneficial interconnections between these dimensions, this approach 
still seems limited – misrecognition and procedural issues are still 
emphasised as explanatory factors of maldistributions as opposed to 
products of them. For example, stigma and invisibility both explain and 
result from energy poverty, but this approach would only recognise the 
former role of recognition in explaining distributive issues [61]. 

Without examining the casual interaction of these dimensions of 
justice, it becomes difficult to fully capture the complex situations which 
energy dilemmas create. Energy dilemmas do not produce separate 
distributive, recognition, and procedural issues. Rather, they produce 
complex sets of circumstances which impact people’s lives, certain 
components of which might be described as having distributive, pro-
cedural and recognition-based elements – but overall are an amalgam-
ation of the three, with each dimension sustaining the other. The fact 
that these notions of justice are so instrumental in explaining one 
another points to an additional foundational issue within the core TTA 
literature – the dimensions of justice are often themselves 
misinterpreted. 

2.1.2. Understanding individual dimensions and the role of moral and 
political philosophy 

Many iterations of the TTA within the core literature do not reflect 
the disciplines from which theoretical notions of justice originate – the 
field of moral and political philosophy. As a result of this the core TTA 
literature is not underpinned by the methods and argumentation that 
give these notions of justice their analytical rigour and explanatory 
power. In particular, the core TTA literature rarely specifies the specific 
understandings of distribution, procedure or recognition on which it 
draws. Indeed, recent work by Van Uffelen et al. [67] and Van Uffelen 
[61] appears to systematically verify this. 

Within moral and political philosophy, each dimension of justice 
represents a substantial field of debate. Take, for instance, distributive 
justice: separate distributive theories can often advocate for drastically 

2 There is some brief discussion regarding the connections between these 
dimensions and restorative justice (a more recent addition to the framework) in 
Hazrati et al. [55, p. 4, Section 2.3], however the core purpose of these in-
terconnections remains largely undertheorised. Droubi et al. [50, p. 2] also offer 
a similarly brief explanation regarding these connections “We need to empha-
sise that all these justice dimensions are interconnected, and they mutually 
complement and strengthen each other”. 

3 Fraser, often arises as a reference within the TTA literature during sum-
maries of recognition-based justice but the understanding of recognition pre-
sented here remains omitted [4,9, also see 61]. 

4 A slight variation of this list is presented in Jenkins et al. [14] but a similar 
linearity can be observed. 
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different outcomes when assessing the same scenario.5 

From a normative perspective, labelling something a “distributive” 
injustice does little to explain why something is unjust – such labelling 
can point to any range of vastly conflicting means of understanding why 
something is unjust (see [31,67]). For example, a libertarian distributive 
theory might suggest so long as we do not impede another’s freedom, we 
have limited obligations to help one another, whilst a utilitarian theory 
of justice might advocate for the redistribution of goods to maximise 
aggregate societal happiness – even if this violates the rights and well- 
being of individual people [68]. Framing an energy related issue such 
as fuel poverty with either of these theories would lead to wildly 
different conclusions. A libertarian theory might suggest that those in 
fuel poverty have little claim to the resources of those who are better off, 
whilst a utilitarian theory might suggest that only those who will gain 
the most utility from a warm home should receive help. ‘Who gets what’ 
is an important part of understanding distributive justice, but it requires 
careful debate and argumentation to effectively draw on, theorise, and 
apply these notions of justice (see [34] for further detail). 

Similarly, recognition and procedure also represent diverse and on- 
going debates. The work of Axel Honneth assesses justice through 
recognition, but not just to explain how maldistributions come to exist 
[65,69]. Rather, Honneth suggests that the value of recognition is in the 
attainment of self-worth. For Honneth, disrespect manifests in violations 
of the body, the denial of rights, and the denigration of ways of life 
[22,65]. Fraser, on the other hand, argues that mal-recognition mani-
fests through institutional practices – cultural domination, non- 
recognition (or invisibility), and disrespect. Fraser suggests it is these 
practices that can explain maldistributions. With this in mind, Fraser 
argues we cannot assume that recognition can be distributed by the state 
like resources are, but rather, recognition must occur through some 
other process beyond the state [60,63]. In some cases then, recognition 
must be attained before maldistributions can be ameliorated. Interest-
ingly, this ambiguity surrounding recognition and its application ap-
pears to have proliferated within the broader energy justice literature. 
Van Uffelen [61] recently performed an in-depth exploration of these 
notions of recognition within energy justice discourse and found notions 
of recognition are often mischaracterised or under-theorised throughout 
the field. 

An initial objection some readers might have regarding the above 
discussion on interpreting these dimensions is that the context in which 
the core TTA literature was developed explains these divergences.6 

Context will affect the ways in which distribution, recognition or pro-
cedural issues manifest. For example, the disproportionate processing of 
hazardous waste in low-income neighbourhoods might be convention-
ally described as a distributive environmental justice issue, whilst 
inadequate access to energy services might initially be described as a 
distributive energy justice issue.7 Yet despite these contextual differ-
ences, the notion of distributive justice (or any other dimension) – re-
sources, opportunity, capability, freedom, utility (or whatever we take 
the metric of distribution to be) – used to frame and understand these 
issues would not necessarily change.8 In this sense, the idea of context 
does not to explain the misinterpretations I describe above. 

The following section builds on this critique, moving beyond issues 
with the dominant interpretation of the TTA’s ethical foundations to 

focus on the ways in which the rationalisation of the approach and its 
own agenda conflict with this three-part understanding of justice. 

3. Ethical conflicts and normative misalignment 

This section details how the normative foundations of the core TTA 
literature conflict with its overarching goals and strategies. When using 
the term normative in this section, I am referring to notions or concepts 
that suggest how the world ought to be. With regards to the TTA, its 
tripartite base of distribution, recognition and procedure form its 
normative foundations – these concepts give some indications of the 
things we should care about or aim for. 

Here I outline how despite placing significant emphasis on these 
three dimensions of justice, the overarching strategies of this approach 
to the TTA, have often been antithetical to these normative foundations. 
In other words, the three-tenet approach to energy justice makes rec-
ommendations that are contrary to and, at times, risk reinforcing, the 
issues which underpin and perpetuate injustice. They are normatively 
misaligned. It is worth noting that certain points I discuss below have 
evolved as work surrounding the TTA and broader energy justice 
discourse has developed and branched out (see for example Jenkins 
et al. [15] who make a series of positive recommendations surrounding 
practice in broader energy justice discourse). However, my aim here is to 
chart key points in the emergence and rationalisation of the TTA to 
illustrate the implications of the disconnect between the TTA and its 
earlier normative foundations (and this involves responding to pre-
dominant contributions that are still widely cited today). In latter sec-
tions I illustrate how these evolutions have not necessarily occurred in a 
newer branch of the TTA, the JUST framework. 

3.1. Normative misalignment in the rationalisations of the TTA 

Having been established almost a decade earlier, it is no surprise that 
scholars already familiar with Schlosberg’s notion of environmental 
justice could be confused by the introduction of an approach that prima 
facie resembles preceding accounts of environmental justice. And within 
the academic community, there appears to have been some confusion 
over the differences between the two works. This appears to have been a 
key motivation for Jenkins [71] which responds to a range of queries 
regarding the energy justice: 

“...key questions continue to emerge within the academic conference 
circuit: how is the debate on energy justice substantively different 
from environmental and climate justice? Is it the same thing labelled 
in a different way? Is the ‘energy only’ focus reductionary? And what 
can it deliver that environmental and climate justice failed to?” 

Jenkins [71, p. 117] 

Responding to these questions Jenkins [71] argues the TTA possesses 
a unique set of advantages.9 These advantages rest in part on a critique 
of environmental and climate justice trajectories. In particular, Jenkins 
[71] argues that ‘one of the challenges and therefore potential failings of 
the environmental and climate justice movement is their breadth and 
lack of clearly defined content.’ Jenkins [71] solution to this is to po-
sition this version of the TTA as “bounding out” energy dilemmas from 
wider issues addressed by environmental and climate justice trajec-
tories. This approach is subsequently facilitated by a “top-down meth-
odology” which is enabled by energy justice’s lack of an “anti- 5 Occasionally human rights arise within the core TTA literature but in such 

cases human rights are not integrated into the framing as a means of under-
standing a specific notion of justice (see [66]).  

6 Thank you to the anonymous reviewer who prompted me on this point.  
7 For the sake of example I limit these to distributive issues, they would likely 

have recognition-based and procedural elements too.  
8 It is worth noting here that notions of justice, like other philosophical 

concepts, are contested and do develop over time. But this entails quite a 
different, arduous process of debate, argumentation, application and refine-
ment through the process of reflective equilibrium see Bufacchi [70, p. 43]. 

9 Jenkins [71] could be read as also making a more general and strategic case 
for a distinct discourse surrounding energy justice and offers strategic reasons 
why we might need a distinct energy justice approach, but this is still framed in 
the vein of McCauley et al.’s [4] initial energy justice framing that became the 
“three-pronged approach”. This in itself points to the issue of conflating a single 
approach to energy justice with broader energy justice discourse which can 
itself conceal the diversity of ongoing debates in energy justice discourse. 
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establishment past” that “opens the door for significant contributions to 
mainstream policy-making”. Additionally, Jenkins echoes a critique 
from Heffron et al. [13] and Heffron and McCauley [49]: 

“Energy justice does so by overcoming what may be identified as the 
‘naïve’ approaches of environmental and climate justice – the pre-
sumption that society would support their ideals – focusing instead 
on embedding justice in policy. This ‘top-down’ methodology offers 
the potential for a refined ‘practice’”. 

Jenkins [71, p. 120] 

Many of the conceptual papers within the core TTA literature unfold 
within a similar vein (see for example [13,49]). Rationalising the TTA in 
this way presents a fundamental disconnect between the TTA’s norma-
tive foundation and its over-arching agenda. 

As I hope is now clear, Schlosberg’s three-part notion of environ-
mental justice was not primarily formulated as a tool to directly frame 
case studies and embed justice in policy, rather it was constructed to 
reflect the breadth of grievances voiced by a diversity of environmental 
and social justice movements. Many of these grievances stemmed from 
the misrecognition or exclusion of certain communities from decision 
and policy-making processes – hence the inclusion of recognition and 
procedure in Schlosberg’s original conception of environmental justice. 
Here I am not arguing that an awareness of different notions of justice in 
policy circles is not beneficial but rather, that it is hard to see how the 
trio of distributive, recognition-based and procedural justice that stems 
from environmental justice movements would lead to such consequen-
tialist methods.10 The crux of the issue is that through labelling these 
prior discourses naïve and advocating for a top-down approach, the core 
TTA literature is at risk of advocating for strategies which appear anti-
thetical to the values this three-part structure is supposed to embody, 
veering in particular towards creating its own instances of mis-
recognition (see [34]). 

The environmental and social movements on which Schlosberg 
based his understanding were making acute calls for greater participa-
tory and democratic decision-making, contesting their own disenfran-
chisement from decision-making processes, and making calls for 
processes more akin to “bottom-up” decision making [22, pp. 65, -, 71]. 
This disenfranchisement and the grievances of these movements were – 
and in many cases still are – sustained by a series of institutional and 
recognition-based issues surrounding race, class, gender and many other 
socio-political and material factors [73]. However briefly, to label these 
movements as naïve and to suggest they assumed society would share 
their ideals, mischaracterises their grievances and misrecognises these 
groups. That their demands are often centred on greater democracy and 
participation indicates they certainly did not assume society shared their 
ideals. Of course, this is not likely what the authors of the core TTA 
literature intend to insinuate. But it is nonetheless symptomatic of the 
interpretation of, and disconnect between, the approaches ethical 
foundations and the way the use of this approach has been rationalised. 

There is sadly often an asymmetry between conceptualising justice 
and, in a non-ideal world, the potential avenues to remedy these in-
justices. For example, it has been observed that local energy groups 
strategize how they articulate their grievances (see [72]) but that does 
not mean such ideals should be disregarded in practice. Within broader 
energy justice discourse there has been some reflection on these issues. 
Jenkins et al. [14] outline a means to reshape the impact of energy 
justice scholarship, which if applied within the core TTA literature, 
would help ameliorate some of the divergences between theory and 
practice it currently embodies. For example, an acknowledgement of the 
value of bottom-up processes as well as a pluralistic understanding of 
justice capable of accommodating and reflecting a diversity of 

grievances, would go some way to reconciling this understanding of the 
TTA with something akin to the earlier notion of environmental justice I 
discuss in this perspective (although they would not address the more 
specific foundational issues I outline in prior sections). 

However, as I outline in the following section, the reflections of 
Jenkins et al. [14] have not necessarily been embraced in a more recent 
iteration of the TTA, the JUST framework [16–18]. 

4. From the TTA to the JUST framework: new framework, same 
issues 

As previously mentioned, additions to the dominant understanding 
of the TTA which now make up the “JUST” framework do not subtract 
from the issues I have outlined above [16,17,50]. On the contrary, these 
issues have seemingly carried over to this newer iteration, if only in 
slightly different forms. 

The JUST framework can be read as a project to integrate the 
dominant understanding of the TTA with climate and environmental 
justice concerns. This has led to a framework including the justice di-
mensions of the TTA plus cosmopolitan and restorative justice (as well as 
geographical frames of space and time) [16–18].11 In this sense the JUST 
framework can be seen as stemming from the core TTA literature. This is 
something the authors acknowledge: 

“the JUST Framework remains true to the methodological rigour of 
energy justice at the same time as it incorporates the concerns of 
climate and environmental justice” 

Droubi et al. [50, p. 6] 

Claiming to now have incorporated the concerns of both environ-
mental and climate justice discourses,12 the JUST framework should not 
be susceptible to the critiques that I have raised above regarding the 
misinterpretation and misalignment of key justice framings which 
stemmed from environmental justice movements. Yet the JUST frame-
work and its recent applications still appear to miss core messages 
stemming from theorisations of these debates - specifically, the value of 
a space in which multiple voices can participate, be heard, and under-
stood in a plurality of ways. Such omissions might not be so problematic 
if they were not coupled with concerted efforts to encourage scholars to 
draw on this framework over others. As I have argued, notions of 
participation and recognition need not be reserved for analysis but 
should underpin our practice and strategy. Failing to embody these 
values in practice risks entrenching these issues elsewhere. 

A recent example of the issues above is found in Droubi et al. [50] 
which recently took issue with scholars using the term “energy de-
mocracy”. Droubi et al. [50, p. 2] argues that energy democracy scholars 
are “inadvertently engaging in a language war with energy justice” 
which they claim, “blurs the waters of policymaking and may lead to the 
adoption of policies that jeopardise, rather than promote, energy jus-
tice”. The critique Droubi et al. [50] presents rests on outlining key 
concepts the notion of energy democracy omits that the JUST frame-
work incorporates. 

I do not want to wade into a debate as to whether energy democracy 
“fails to deliver real justice” (whatever we take that to mean) [50, p. 1]. 
But I do want to note that Droubi et al. [50] embodies patterns familiar 
with the core TTA literature. The first is the disconnect between the 
arguments rationalising the JUST framework and the actual concepts 
reflected in the JUST framework is still present. 

It might be the case, as Droubi et al. [50] argue, that the notion of 

10 There has been work done regarding how certain energy activists strategi-
cally frame their grievances but this has not clearly fed back into the core TTA 
literature (see [72] for a good example). 

11 Thank you to an anonymous reviewer who noted cosmopolitan justice is not 
conception of justice but rather the notion that conceptions of justice should be 
extended globally beyond the confines of the nation state [74] (see also [67]). 
12 This is also methodologically questionable as both climate and environ-

mental justice discourses are diverse and wide-ranging possessing their own 
internal debates and conflicts. 
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energy democracy does not account for the interests of indigenous 
peoples, or for imbalances and dynamics between the Global North and 
South, but it is not clear that the JUST framework is the only and best 
way to conceptualise and respond to these issues either. We certainly 
can understand many of these issues through a distributive, recognition- 
based and procedural lens, as Schlosberg did almost two decades ago, 
but we must remember that this understanding of environmental justice 
was intended to help theorise a particular set of grievances, it was not 
intended to be a replicable framework to be reapplied to every possible 
instance of injustice. Even if the core TTA literature and JUST frame-
work was to interpret this three-part space as Schlosberg outlined, these 
frameworks would still have omitted almost two decades of de-
velopments in environmental and climate justice discourses (even with 
the inclusion of restorative and cosmopolitan justice). 

For all the mentions of indigenous communities and imbalances 
between the Global North and Global South, why are pluriversal- 
decolonial ethics and epistemology not core components of the JUST 
framework? For claiming to incorporate climate and environmental 
justice, where is the mention of multi-species justice which has been so 
pervasive in recent climate and environmental justice debates? For all 
the discussion on vulnerable groups, why is inequity and intersection-
ality omitted from the JUST framework? And why, despite discussing 
the benefits and burdens of energy systems are capabilities13 and 
human-needs – concepts which have been invaluable in conceptualising 
the ethical impacts of energy systems on people’s lives – excluded from 
the JUST framework? [46,73,75–81]. 

My point is not that all these concepts should be included in some 
grand all-encompassing justice framework, but rather that there is no 
clear reason why in this case the JUST framework offers a better mode of 
critiquing energy democracy than any other justice framework. And, 
given these omissions, there is no clear reason why the JUST framework 
in its current form is the most effective way to conceptualise a “just” 
transition.14 

A final and perhaps most important point I will add here, is that 
rationalisations of the JUST framework, as with the dominant under-
standing of the TTA, often appear positioned as replacing other ap-
proaches or discourses. This is at times an explicit message of JUST 
framework literature: 

“Within the separate energy, environment and climate change 
scholar communities, there is too much distortion of what the ‘transi-
tion’ means and what ‘justice’ means, and they all should be understood 
within the just transition concept” Heffron and McCauley [17, p. 74]. 

Many claims in Droubi et al. [50] follow in a similar vein when 
outlining their motivation for critiquing the notion of energy 
democracy: 

“energy democracy literature attempts to address issues which have 
been addressed by the energy justice literature, and which are better 
addressed within a justice, rather than democracy, framework, it 
inadvertently engages in a language war with energy justice” 

Droubi et al. [50, p. 2] 

and, 

“These scholars should engage in energy justice and just transition 
scholarship. The tools are already there. There is no need to invent a 
‘new language’”15 

Droubi et al. [50, p. 7] 

The problem with many of these claims is that they do not just push 
for a broader integration of notions of justice into debates around energy 
but rather push for a very specific framework. When the authors talk of a 
“language war with energy justice”, argue that energy democracy “fails 
to contribute to the field because it has not freed itself from the original 
confusion with energy justice”, suggest “[energy democracy] scholars 
should engage in energy justice and just transition scholarship” and that 
there is “is no need to invent a ‘new language’”, they do not seem to be 
speaking about energy justice broadly construed but specifically the 
JUST framework. 

The JUST framework is only one of many approaches to energy 
justice and this is something scholars and practitioners should be careful 
not to overlook. Neither the JUST framework, nor the TTA, should be 
synonymised with broader energy justice discourse. To conflate the two 
risks concealing the diversity of ongoing debates and approaches. 

If we extend the logic of the “language war”, any notion of energy 
justice that does not revolve around the JUST framework, of which there 
are many, is an attempt to engage in a “language war” with the JUST 
framework. And yet, many of these alternate approaches incorporate 
concepts and issues which the JUST framework does not specifically 
address or explain the omission of (see for example 
[3,6,27,28,30–34,82,83]). Of course, you could argue that many of 
these contributions fall within the remit of distributive, procedural, or 
recognition-based justice, but this simply points to another issue with 
these frameworks. As I have argued, the dimensions of justice they 
include are so broadly defined they could be used to argue for any range 
of conflicting actions (to address this point fully would require a sepa-
rate research paper, but see [34,67]). 

Like the claims within the core TTA literature regarding the 
“naivety” of environmental and climate movements and advocacy for 
top-down policy making, the push for a specific, discrete understanding 
of energy justice or transitions is in itself in tension with earlier the 
environmental justice framing from which it stemmed. In fact, to go full 
circle, Schlosberg’s conception of environmental justice saw conflict and 
the accompanying dialogues it demands as “a valuable and indispens-
able part of social and political life” [22, p. 182]. Avoiding such conflicts 
to seek uniformity can be counter-productive to broader movements: 

“An insistence on uniformity behind that banner, to an identity, 
critique, or singular program, is not only counter to the movement 
itself, but also a violation of justice as based in recognition and 
democratic process.” 

Schlosberg [22, p. 197] 

A push for uniformity or common ground in a movement can push 
out the most marginalised and vulnerable voices with whom the least 
oppressed groups do not share common grievances [84]. Pushing for a 
discrete understanding of a “just” transition risks overlooking the many 
dimensions of justice that might help reflect the grievances of those most 
vulnerable. 

5. Conclusion 

More than anything, when applying these types of frameworks, it is 
important that these concepts do not lose their meanings and analytic 
power. If we really seek to ameliorate injustice (whatever we take that to 
mean), we must pay careful attention to work which conceptualises 
injustice and the special relationships between the testimonies of those 
who live through and endure injustice and the formation of our con-
ceptual understandings of injustice. If we want to develop and prolif-
erate concise justice framings, and there may be good reason to do so, 
this must be done with substantial caveats regarding the origins, 
complexity, and contested nature of these concepts. 

All said, I feel I should offer some avenues through which to 
ameliorate these issues. I do not outline an alternate framework here 
because I am not convinced that we need an overarching consolidated 
approach to energy justice. But perhaps the first steps in this debate 

13 It is interesting to note here that capability and ecological justice also 
formed core components of Schlosberg [22] definition of environmental justice.  
14 This a recurring incident in both core TTA and JUST framework literature, 

whereby many pertinent issues are discussed alongside these frameworks, 
without it being made clear how the specific interpretations of justice relate to 
such issues. 
15 It is also worth noting that energy justice seemingly faced the same ques-

tions during its emergence, as illustrated by Jenkins [71]. 
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would be to work out the plausible contribution that concepts from 
moral and political philosophy can make to energy studies – which the 
field of normative energy ethics has recently begun to explore 
[24,32,61,85,86]. In closing then, I have compiled a list of recommen-
dations which might help scholars seeking to reflect on the normative 
aspects of their work:  

- If you use the three-tenet approach, consider linking it back to earlier 
conceptions of environmental justice, integrating these deeper un-
derstandings into your analysis.  

- Pay attention to how the conceptions of justice you draw on interact 
and impact one another, this is a key way to bring further resolution 
to your analysis (if you draw on a three-part framing to analyse a case 
study you might also explore how the components you separately 
identify as distributive, procedural and recognition-based interact to 
compound one another).  

- Be wary of defining the entire field of energy justice with a single 
framework as this risks excluding more marginalised topics and 
debates.  

- Draw more deeply on literature regarding each particular dimension 
of justice – each dimension represents a rich on-going conversation 
that is less often elaborated on in much of the literature I have cited 
here.  

- Be aware that frameworks which receive the most attention are not 
always going to offer the most effective conceptual framing for your 
work.16  

- If you feel there is a dynamic which your framing does not 
adequately capture or draw out, explore additional concepts through 
which to broaden your analysis.  

- If you feel compelled to reflect on the normativity of your work, 
expand your search to include contributions from energy ethics and 
normative energy ethics communities (see Frigo and Hillerbrand 
[24] on understanding the distinction between these communities). 

To conclude, I have outlined the origins of this three-part under-
standing of justice. I have illustrated how in deviating from this, the core 
TTA literature, has lost valuable analytical and explanatory power. I 
have further illustrated that this understanding of justice has not been 
drawn on in developing and rationalising the use of the TTA and the 
more recent JUST framework and that this has led to a practice and 
approach that at times is antithetical to the justice framing they draw on. 

We have a rare chance to reflect on the normativity of a global shift 
in the complex systems which are so intimately woven with our lives and 
planet. Frameworks which claim to conceptualise a fair or just transition 
before it has unfolded should be engaged with critically. 
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